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“The pandemic is over.  
If you notice, no one’s 
wearing masks”
President Joe Biden, Sept. 19, 2022

• 300-400 deaths/day from COVID in US

• 88% of patients dying are >age 65

• Virus spreads too quickly

• Virus evolves too rapidly

• Immunity to COVID fades too quickly

• Anticipating 100,000 deaths per year (triple 
deaths from influenza in an average year)

• We have pushed the risk of individuals down to 
a flu-like level, but COVID kills so many more 
because it sickens so many more. 



COVID-19 Pandemic: 2 Years and Counting

• Early in pandemic focused on epidemiology

• Testing continues to lag

• Many repurposed medications suggested-none effective 

• Steroids helpful in cases of severe pneumonia associated with 
hypoxemia (need to treat 8 patients to save one life)

• Best supportive care; no effective interventions for most severe

• 4 major surges

• Masking, social distancing and improved air handling are effective in 
limiting transmission



Masking to prevent transmission of SARS-CoV-2.

• Source control to block exhaled virus (decreases risk of transmission 
70%)

• Filtration for wearer protection (fine droplets and particles < 10 
microns)

• At least ten studies have confirmed the benefit of universal masking 
in community level analyses

• Safe and is not associated with clinically significant impacts on 
respiration or gas exchange

• No clear evidence that masking impairs emotional or language 
development in children

cdc.gov/coronavirus Dec. 6, 2021
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Vaccines Neutralizing Monoclonal Antibodies Immune Modulators

Ad26.COV2.d:
adenovirus-vectored vaccine
(Johnson & Johnson-Janssen)

mRNA-1273:
messenger RNA vaccine

(Moderna)

BNT162b2:
messenger RNA vaccine

(Pfizer-BioNTech)

Tixagevimab-Cilgavimab
EVUSHELD

Bebtelovimab Baricitinib

Antivirals

Nirmatrelvir-ritonavir
(Paxlovid)

Remdesivir

Molnupiravir

Remdesivir

Adapted from Heil,E 10.1056/NEJMe118579

Uninfected Immunocompromised Infected with SARS-CoV-2

Not Exposed, Uninfected

Dexamethasone

Tocilizumab

Novavax Protein Subunit 
Vaccine

Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech 
Bivalent Vaccine
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Vaccines

• mRNA Vaccines (Pfizer and Moderna)

• Adenovirus vaccine (Johnson and Johnson)

• Novavax vaccine (CEPI)

• Highly effective at preventing severe disease and death-in all groups 
tested including pregnancy

• Less effective at preventing infection (omicron variant)

• Optimal immune response requires third dose (“ bivalent booster”) 

• Likely yearly vaccines will be required





Dec. 17, 2021National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD), Division of Viral Diseases

https://www.cdc.gov/ncird/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/ncird/dvd.html


• Effectiveness of vaccination during pregnancy 61%

• Early in pregnancy 32%

• Late in pregnancy 80%



Evusheld - tixagevimab and cilgavimab for 
pre-exposure prophylaxis of COVID-19

• Indicated in patients not currently infected or recent exposure

• EUA

• Moderate to severe immunosuppression or history of severe AE to 
vaccine

• IM as 2 consecutive injections

• Provides protection for 6 mos

• Supply limited
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• Indicated those at high risk for severe disease 
(>65, obese, DM, etc)

• Must be given within 5 days of onset of 
symptoms

• Most common side-effect: metallic taste

• Rebound infection 1-7%. Poorly understood

• Drug-drug interactions: avoid rifampin, 
phenytoin, Xarelto, Plavix and sildenafil 
(CYP3A)

• Avoid in severe renal failure

• Generally, well tolerated and shortens 
duration of illness

• Molnupiravir not rec in pregnancy



Early Remdesivir to Prevent Progression to 
Severe Covid-19 in Outpatients
• Symptom onset within 7 days + risk factors for progression

• 200mg IV day 1 and 100mg IV day 2 & 3

• 562 patients randomized

• End points: hospitalization or death

• 1.6% hosp/ED in treated v 8.3% controls

• No deaths at 28 days

• Adverse events similar (42% treated v 46% control)

• Risk reduction 87%

• Covered by Medicare and Medicaid

• Commercial insurance may require precert

Heil,E 10.1056/NEJMe2118579





























Summary

• 8/20-9/21  7% of lung 
transplants nationwide were 
for COVID (214)

• Median age 52

• 21% female; 37% Hispanic

• Bilateral 92%

• 64% received ECMO

• 3-month survival 95.6%

• Complications: stroke(3%), 
new use of ECMO(12%), 
rejection (11%)







Post COVID Condition
• Affects 10-30% of patients with 

COVID infection

• Defined as symptoms lasting > 4 
weeks

• Most common: Dyspnea, racing 
heart, fatigue, “brain fog” 
dysautonomia, HA

• Absence of objective findings does 
not invalidate symptoms. 

• Avoid excessive testing.  6 min 
walk test good screen for intrinsic 
lung disease

• Breathing exercises, gentle 
exercise, reassurance

• Generally, resolves but time 
course may be prolonged



The Future
• Estimated that 90% of US population has immunity either through 

infection or vaccination. 

• Those not vaccinated or immunocompromised will remain at high risk

• Large human and animal reservoirs

• Endemic

• The virus will continue to mutate

• Large human and societal costs (mental health, substance abuse, loss of 
healthcare workers, post COVID syndrome, political upheaval)

• Promise of new vaccines and therapeutics


